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Investigation of Wireless Power Transfer Using Planarized,
Capacitor-Loaded Coupled Loops
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Abstract—A capacitor-loaded coupled loop structure is investigated for wireless power transfer at
6.78 MHz for a target transmission distance of 1 m. It is shown that the optimal conﬁguration for
this structure occurs when the coupled loops are coplanar. Therefore, by converting thick wires into
wide strips, a planarized conﬁguration can be achieved. Simulation results are veriﬁed in measurement,
which shows a 60% overall power transfer eﬃciency at 1 m. The contribution of diﬀerent loss mechanisms
is examined. Next, power transfer eﬃciency in the presence of dielectric materials is investigated in
simulation and measurement. Additionally, tuning capabilities that arise from the implementation
of variable capacitors are shown. Finally, design space exploration is performed to examine design
tradeoﬀs.

1. INTRODUCTION
The demonstration of non-radiative wireless power transfer (WPT) using strongly coupled magnetic
resonance reported in [1, 2] has generated renewed interest in this century-old topic. It is now well
understood that the system presented in [1] entailed several key design elements. First, a helix structure
of resonant length excited through a primary coupling loop was used on both the transmitter and the
receiver. Careful tuning of the coupling loop was essential for impedance matching, since in order to
achieve a high power transfer eﬃciency, the load impedance must be well matched to the so-called
Linville load of the two-port network [3, 4] (which can equivalently be derived from the simultaneous
conjugate matching condition [5, 6]). Finally, thick wires were used to achieve low conductor loss, a
key consideration to maintaining high power transfer eﬃciency. Subsequently, a capacitor-loaded loop
structure was proposed in [2] to further conﬁne the electric ﬁeld at resonance to the capacitor. The
motivation for this was so that the ﬁelds in the air become primarily magnetic and would interact less
with nearby dielectric materials.
Since then, there has been strong interest in the application of WPT to charging electrical and
electronic devices. This has generated much recent work to design WPT structures in a reduced form
factor [7–17]. For example, the use of spiral resonators has been investigated in [7–12]. Alternatively, a
capacitor-loaded loop structure may be used as the resonator [13–17]. In this paper, we expand upon
the design in [16] and investigate a planarized, capacitor-loaded coupled loop structure for WPT. First,
we show that the optimal conﬁguration for the traditional capacitor-loaded coupled loop structure
(Fig. 1) occurs when the coupled loops are coplanar. Next, by converting thick wires into wide
strips, we achieve a planarized conﬁguration. Simulation results are veriﬁed in measurement and the
contribution of diﬀerent loss mechanisms are examined. To further characterize the properties of the
design, we investigate the transmission eﬃciency in the presence of dielectric materials via simulation
and measurement. Tuning capabilities that arise from the implementation of a variable capacitor are
presented. Finally, design space exploration is performed to investigate design tradeoﬀs between size,
frequency, and transmission distance.
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2. DESIGN EVOLUTION
We begin with the design evolution starting from the standard capacitor-loaded coupled loop
conﬁguration shown in Fig. 1 toward a planar design. The initial structure consists of identical structures
for both the transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx). Each consists of a smaller primary loop and a
larger, capacitor-loaded secondary loop. The secondary loop has a radius of 0.30 m and is loaded by
a capacitor to generate resonance at 6.78 MHz. Thick copper wire of radius 8.08 mm is used for the
secondary loop while the primary loop uses thin wire of radius 0.512 mm, as the majority of the current
ﬂows on the secondary loop [18]. Both the source and load impedances are assumed to be 50 Ω. Here,
we deﬁne power transfer eﬃciency (PTE) as the ratio of the power dissipated in the 50 Ω load to the
available power at the Tx input (or the |S21 |2 of the two-port network). Our design focuses on optimizing
PTE at a distance of 1 m.
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Figure 1. Basic structure for wireless power
transfer via capacitor-loaded coupled loops.
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Figure 2. PTE at 1 m distance vs. the primary
loop radius (r) and the spacing between primary
and secondary loops (s).
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Figure 3. (a) Planarized wide strip model. (b) PTE of thick wire and wide strip model.
Simulation and optimization of the primary loop radius (r) and the spacing between the primary
and secondary loop (s) are carried out using FEKO [19]. Fig. 2 shows a color plot of the PTE at 1 m
for diﬀerent combinations of r and s. It is interesting to see that the maximum PTE in this plot occurs
when the primary loop radius r = 0.14 m and the primary loop is coplanar with the secondary loop
(s = 0 m). This indicates the optimal structure can be readily planarized.
Next, we convert thick wire into wide strips to achieve a planar Tx and Rx structure. The following
equation is used to convert the thick wire into an equivalent conducting strip:
(1)
2 ∗ width = 2πrwire
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A factor of two is present on the left side to account for the current ﬂow on both sides of the
conducting strip. Based on Eq. (1), the thick wire of the secondary loop is converted into a 1 -wide
coplanar strip whose FEKO simulation model is shown in Fig. 3(a). FEKO simulated PTE values of a
thick wire implementation and a wide strip implementation are compared in Fig. 3(b). The two results
are nearly identical, supporting the use of Eq. (1) in converting the wire design to a strip form. Note
that current crowding at the edges of the strip may limit the power handling capability of the strip when
compared to the thick wire. This additional factor should be taken into consideration in the design.
3. MEASUREMENT VERIFICATION
Next, we construct a prototype and compare the PTE measurement results with that of FEKO
simulation. The prototype is constructed using thin 18 AWG wire for the primary loop and a 0.02 thick and 1 -wide copper sheet ring cutout for the secondary loop. The ring structure is split and a
variable capacitor (Sprague-Goodman, Q-factor = 650) is soldered in series. The variable capacitors
are manually tuned to resonate each loop at 6.78 MHz. Fig. 4 shows the measurement setup for S21
measurements using a vector network analyzer. PTE measurements between the Tx and Rx structures
are done at discrete distances from 0.80 m to 1.20 m. Two 2 : 1 transformer baluns [4] were used initially.
However, measurement results showed no diﬀerence with or without the baluns. This may be due to
the low operating frequency and the electrically small, non-radiative nature of the loop. No balun was
used in subsequent measurements.

Figure 4. Measurement setup of prototype.
FEKO simulation is done using identical copper Tx and Rx structures (shown in Fig. 3(a)). Each
capacitor is set to resonate the loop at 6.78 MHz. A series resistance is added to simulate the ﬁnite
quality factor of the capacitor — deﬁned as the ratio of the absolute value of the reactance to that of
the equivalent series resistance and is approximated by [5, 20]:
Rc =

1
ω0 QC

(2)

where Q is assumed to be 650 based on manufacturer’s spec sheet, ω0 the resonant frequency of the
system, and C the capacitance value needed to resonate the loop.
Figure 5 shows the measurement and simulation results. The measurement results are shown as
black dots. Plotted for comparison are two FEKO simulation results. The dashed red curve uses a
lossless capacitor and the solid blue curve includes an additional series resistance for a capacitor with
Q-factor of 650 based on Eq. (2). Fig. 5(a) shows PTE vs. frequency with Tx and Rx at 1 m distance.
There is good agreement between measurement and the ﬁnite-Q capacitor simulation. More than 60%
eﬃciency is achieved in measurement at 6.75 MHz. It also illustrates the high-Q nature of the design.
Fig. 5(b) shows PTE vs. distance at the peak PTE frequency. Again, there is good agreement between
measurement and simulation — the measurement result being slightly higher suggests that the capacitor
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Q-factor is slightly higher than 650. This result also shows the geometry is only optimized for a speciﬁc
distance, although the drop-oﬀ around the 1 m target distance is moderate.
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Figure 5. (a) PTE vs. frequency at 1 m. (b) PTE vs distance at resonance.
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Figure 6. PTE with inclusion of diﬀerent loss mechanisms.
Next, we examine the contribution of various loss mechanisms on the PTE of the system. A
theoretical bound for WPT in the near-ﬁeld region was derived in [6]. At a distance of 1 m, or less than
a tenth of a wavelength at 6.78 MHz, the theoretical bound from [6] is essentially 100%. To approach
this, we must remove all sources of loss in the system. These are input and load mismatch losses,
wire resistive loss, and capacitor resistive loss. Radiation resistance is considered negligible due to the
electrically small loop. Fig. 6 shows the contribution of each source of loss through FEKO simulation.
The black curve is the current system with all sources of loss considered. At a transmission distance
of 1 m, 59% transmission eﬃciency is achieved. The blue curve discounts input mismatch and achieves
60% eﬃciency. The dashed blue curve additionally discounts capacitor loss and achieves 88% eﬃciency.
The red curve also discounts load mismatch (using the Linville load for each transmission distance) and
achieves 91% eﬃciency. Finally, the dashed red curve additionally discounts conductor loss and thus
reaches 100% eﬃciency. Based on these numbers, we see that the 41% total loss in eﬃciency can be
broken down into: 1% input mismatch, 28% capacitor loss, 3% load mismatch, and 9% conductor loss
of the loops. Therefore, the most dominant loss factor in the transfer eﬃciency of the overall system is
the ﬁnite Q-factor of the capacitor. An improved quality factor on the capacitor could further enhance
the transfer eﬃciency into the > 80% range.
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4. MATERIAL EFFECTS
While the capacitor is a key source of loss, it conﬁnes the electric ﬁeld at resonance. Therefore, nearby
dielectric materials are not expected to strongly aﬀect the resonant frequency or lower the PTE [2].
To verify this, we ﬁrst examine the stored electric and magnetic energy in free space at resonance in
FEKO simulation. To save simulation time, the equivalent thick wire model was used for the structure.
The stored electric and magnetic ﬁeld are examined in two diﬀerent regions of the WPT system. Fig. 7
shows the simulation setup where the highlighted 0.6 m × 0.6 m × 0.6 m or (0.6 m)3 region of space is
examined. A 1 V drive is applied at the input. To evaluate the stored magnetic and electric energy in
free space, the following two expressions are used:

1
ε0 |E|2 dv
(3)
WE =
2

1
μ0 |H|2 dv
(4)
WH =
2
The points are uniformly sampled in a (0.6 m)3 volume and integrated using a midpoint Riemann
sum. In the region in Fig. 7(a), the stored magnetic energy is three orders of magnitude greater than
that of the stored electric energy (1183 pJ and 3 pJ respectively). In the region in Fig. 7(b), the stored
magnetic energy is one order of magnitude greater than that of the stored electric energy (25 pJ and
1 pJ respectively). At resonance the total stored electric energy and magnetic energy in the system
are equal. Therefore, these numbers conﬁrm that most of the stored electric energy is conﬁned to the
capacitor and not distributed in air. Moreover, the stored magnetic energy is concentrated in the region
between the Tx and Rx.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. FEKO stored near-ﬁeld energy simulation setup. (a) Region between transmitter and
receiver. (b) Region to the side of transmitter.
Next, the eﬀect of dielectric materials on PTE is examined. We vary both the dielectric
constant and the conductivity of the material. Fig. 8(a) shows the simulation done in FEKO using
a 0.60 m × 0.60 m × 0.25 m dielectric cuboid placed in between the transmitter and receiver (spaced
1 m apart). Fig. 8(b) shows the resulting PTE values for materials of diﬀerent dielectric constants and
conductivity. For a given dielectric constant, the PTE is found for conductivity from 0 to 1.5 S/m.
The plot shows no change in PTE from a change in dielectric constant but degrades due to increasing
conductivity. This is due to the time-varying magnetic ﬁeld generating eddy currents in the material
through its conductivity. Therefore, lossy dielectric materials would, in general, cause a degradation in
the PTE for magnetically coupled WPT system.
To verify this eﬀect in measurement, water with varying salinity is used as a dielectric with varying
conductivity. A foam container is ﬁlled with water and centered in between the Tx and Rx that are
spaced 1 m apart. Fig. 9 shows the measurement setup with foam blocks to support the container. The
volume of water in the container is 0.34 m × 0.26 m × 0.14 m.
At 6.78 MHz, tap water has almost no conductivity. By incrementally dissolving salt into the
water, the salinity of the water can be increased from 0 parts per thousand (ppt) to 40 ppt. This
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Figure 8. (a) FEKO materials simulation setup. (b) PTE vs. relative permittivity and conductivity.
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Figure 10. (a) PTE simulation with water. (b) PTE measurement with water.
results in an increase of conductivity from 0 to 4.3 S/m based on [21]. Fig. 10(a) shows the simulated
PTE using water with varying salinity from 0 to 40 ppt. Fig. 10(b) shows the measured PTE using
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no water, tap water, water with salinity of 20 ppt, and water with salinity of 40 ppt. The simulated
results in Fig. 10(a) show a small decrease in PTE as the salinity increases. This trend is corroborated
in measurement in Fig. 10(b). Additionally, a measurement was done with a person (the ﬁrst author)
in between transmitter and receiver with eﬃciency loss that falls between that of 20 and 40 ppt. Notice
that there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in eﬃciency loss between Fig. 8 and Fig. 10. This is due to the
large diﬀerence in volume (7.3 times). Additionally, while the average human torso is approximately
0.60 m × 0.60 m × 0.25 m, the volume is not a homogenous lossy liquid. Therefore, the degradation
due to a human is much smaller than what Fig. 8 implies. Overall, the structure proved robust to the
presence of medium-sized dielectric objects.
5. TUNING CAPABILITIES
We next examine the tuning capabilities oﬀered by the variable capacitors in the system. For simplicity,
we ﬁx the loss resistance of the capacitors. First, simultaneous tuning of the Tx and Rx capacitors
allows for resonant frequency tuning. In FEKO simulation, the structure geometry and distance are
ﬁxed and only the capacitance of each loop is varied from 230 pF to 593 pF. The frequency adjustable
nature of the system is illustrated in the distinct frequency peaks in Fig. 11(a). The resulting peak
PTE varies between 55% at 5.5 MHz to 65% at 9 MHz. This result shows that although the system
was designed speciﬁcally for 6.78 MHz, the frequency of operation can be tuned from 5.5 MHz to 9 MHz
without large variations in the PTE.
A second, more interesting idea is to use the variable capacitors to alleviate the mismatch loss due
to distance variation. Earlier, Fig. 5(b) showed the drop-oﬀ in PTE away from the 1 m design distance.
Here, simulation is carried out for diﬀerent distances and capacitances. Fig. 11(b) shows a color plot of
PTE at 6.78 MHz versus distance and capacitance. If we ﬁx the capacitance value at 395 pF, a drop-oﬀ
in PTE away from 1 m similar to that shown in Fig. 5(b) is observed. However, if we follow the tilted
ridge in dark red (61% at 1 m and 395 pF, 63% at 0.75 m and 388 pF, and 65% at 0.5 m and 381 pF),
higher PTE can be maintained. Therefore, by simultaneously tuning the variable capacitor of both
the Tx and Rx, improved matching and higher PTE can be obtained at distances closer than 1 m.
This approach is diﬀerent from the frequency-tracking technique in [7, 9] where the source frequency is
changed to track the resonant frequency-splitting that occurs when Tx and Rx are close. Instead, the
source frequency can be kept constant while both capacitors are tuned to track the distance-varying
input impedance.
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Figure 11. (a) Resonant frequency tuning. (b) Impedance match tuning for variable distance.
6. DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION
Finally, the previous design constraints in frequency, target distance, and size of the structure are
removed so that their eﬀects on PTE can be more fully investigated. Again, the loss resistance of the
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capacitor is ﬁxed for simplicity. For each case, one parameter is ﬁxed while the other two are altered.
At each point in the sweep, the primary loop radius is re-optimized to achieve impedance matching (the
design is kept planar). By doing so, we can better identify the design trade-oﬀs between size, resonant
frequency, transmission distance, and PTE.
First, target distance and structure size (dictated by the secondary loop radius) are allowed to vary
while frequency is ﬁxed at 6.78 MHz. Intuitively, it is expected that decreasing the size of the structure
would also decrease the distance at which eﬃcient transfer can be maintained. Fig. 12(a) is a contour
plot of the PTE versus the target distance and secondary loop radius. It is shown there is a direct
relationship between the target distance and the secondary loop radius to maintain the same eﬃciency.
As expected, higher eﬃciency can be attained at a shorter transmission distance for a ﬁxed loop radius.
Second, the target distance is ﬁxed at 1 m while size and frequency are swept. In Fig. 12(b), there
is an inverse relationship between size and frequency such that in order to decrease size, an increase in
frequency is required to maintain the same eﬃciency. This is slightly counter-intuitive since increasing
the frequency also increases the electrical distance the loops are spaced apart. However, increasing the
frequency increases the electrical size of the loops (though not large enough that radiation resistance
becomes relevant). This also means that, for a ﬁxed size, increasing the frequency tends to increase the
eﬃciency. This explains the increasing PTE with frequency observed in Fig. 11(a).
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Figure 12. (a) PTE vs. size and target distance. (b) PTE vs. size and frequency.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have demonstrated that the optimal conﬁguration for the traditional capacitor-loaded
coupled loop structure is when the coupled loops are coplanar and that by implementing wide strips
in place of thick wires, the structure can be planarized. The chosen design constraints were a resonant
frequency of 6.78 MHz, a maximum loop diameter of 0.6 m, and a target transfer distance of 1 m.
Measurement results showed eﬃciency of 60% at 1 m distance that was limited by the Q-factor of the
capacitor.
Investigation of the material eﬀects of this structure revealed that it is robust to the presence
of medium-sized dielectric objects. Additionally, it was shown that a variable capacitor can be used
for tuning purposes in two forms. First, the resonant frequency can be tuned without changing the
physical geometry. Second, the target distance can be adjusted without changing the resonant frequency.
Finally, design space exploration revealed that, in order to maintain the same eﬃciency, there is a direct
relationship between Tx/Rx size and the transmission distance and an inverse relationship between the
Tx/Rx size and operating frequency.
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